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Abstract 
Spreading activation theory describes semantic memory as a network of connected nodes, in 
which activation of a concept triggers the subsequent activation of semantically related concepts, 
and has often been tested using a semantic priming methodology. Spreading activation is 
assumed when a target word is preceded by a semantically congruent prime word (congruent 
priming) that results in a quicker response time to the target word. This finding has been utilized 
by embodied cognition theorists, who posit that all semantic memory is deeply engrained within 
the perceptual-motor system by which it was encoded. But are abstract words also represented in 
this way? To answer this question, the present study tested whether abstract approach-avoidance 
emotion words (e.g., love, fear) could prime concrete approach-avoidance action words (e.g., 
push, pull) if the emotion was congruent with the action (e.g., approach-approach or avoid-
avoid). The results failed to show any priming effects on response times to judge whether the 
target word was a verb or non-verb regardless of the prime-target relationship. I offer 
suggestions on how to alter some aspects of the methodology to provide further tests of this 
question 
Keywords:  Priming, Approach-Avoidance Theory, Motor System Priming, Semantic 
Memory, Embodied Cognition 
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Are Approach-Avoidance Emotions Represented in the Brain                                                       
as Approach-Avoidance Actions? 
Semantic Memory Representation and Organization 
When you hear the word ‘bird,’ what exactly comes to mind? What concepts do you 
associate with the word? You might begin to think of features that help with identification, such 
as wings or a beak, or maybe you begin to picture specific examples, such as a robin or a 
sparrow. All of these characteristics directly make up our semantic organization of a concept, 
which allows us to understand their meaning and relationship to other concepts. For example, the 
concept of ‘bird’ is a category contained within the overarching construct of ‘animal,’ and 
individual examples of the category, known as prototypes, are related in terms of overlapping 
characteristics. Depending on the task at hand, a differential focus can be placed on the features 
contained within the overarching construct. In this way, concepts which are not traditionally 
considered within the same category can also share features, making them semantically related. 
Even though ‘blueberries’ and ‘bluebird’ are not the same kind of organism, they share the 
characteristic ‘blue,’ and could thus be contained within a separate category containing only blue 
concepts. Although many of the concepts represent a concrete object, it is also believed this 
mechanism of organization applies to more abstract concepts. For example, the concept of 
‘happy,’ is strongly related to the concept ‘excited,’ since they evoke a very similar emotional 
experience. These concepts can then have innumerable connections to other concepts, resulting 
in an incredibly interconnected system of semantic representation. The theory of spreading 
activation was developed in an effort to illustrate the functional mechanisms within this semantic 
network.  
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 The most commonly cited first instance of the spreading activation theory is Quillian’s 
Theory of Semantic Memory (1966). Stemming from computer simulations, he described the 
semantic memory system as the search for an intersection; where activation spreads from two or 
more connected “nodes” (a unit of semantic memory) until they eventually meet at a central 
construct. In this model, larger conceptual nodes are represented as if they were at the center of 
an orbit, linked with semantically related concepts that in turn are linked to other nodes, and so 
on. Each of these networks make up our understanding of a concept, and is in turn tangentially 
linked to a great number of other concepts. Once a node is activated, it spreads along the network 
in a decreasing gradient to more distant nodes, with the furthest nodes having the weakest 
connection to the central concept (Collins and Loftus, 1975). According to this model, priming 
(referred to as “preparation”) activates the network to an unspecified depth, and the presentation 
of a target re-activates elements of the same pathway and facilitates the discovery of the 
appropriate intersection. 
 Since Quillian’s theory is heavily dependent on a mechanistic view of human memory, it 
has been the subject of revision by many cognitive theorists in recent years. There is still near 
constant disagreement about the levels of sensory and lexical representation within each 
individual node, as well as the presence of distinguishing features and prototypes. In an effort to 
reconcile these discrepancies, Lerner and Shriki (2014) put forth the Latching-Dynamics Model. 
This model is still centrally based on distributed patterns of activation, but the semantic network 
is viewed as constantly dynamic, with transitions between attractors being much more fluid. In 
contrast to some earlier models, a concept node is thought to be made up of several bidirectional 
layers, including a lexical-phonological network as well as a more traditional semantic network. 
An external input is first fed into the lexical network before being transferred to the semantic 
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network for continued processing. The model also emphasizes “latching dynamics,” which refers 
to the synaptic depression mechanism primarily associated with destabilizing activation patterns 
to allow for degradation, but are also thought to be responsible for network transitions between 
correlated network patterns (Lerner and Shriki, 2014). The transitions between patterns are very 
fluid, but the actual structure of the connections themselves are relatively rigid, and thought to be 
the direct result of associative connections learned episodically in the lifetime.  
 Spreading activation models of semantic memory have been tested in many ways, with 
the most popular method being that of conceptual priming. The theory of conceptual priming 
states that if a prime word is presented before a semantically congruent target word, the result is 
a facilitation of target processing. Concepts are considered to be congruent if they share a similar 
semantic meaning or are members of the same category. In contrast, concepts are considered to 
be incongruent if they share no overlapping networks, and therefore have an extremely low level 
of semantic relatedness. The priming effect itself stems from the systematic organization and 
interconnectedness of semantic memory, where related concepts are stored near one another in a 
web-like structure. Priming effects imply that when a specific node is activated by the processing 
of semantic content, other semantically related nodes will also be activated as activation spreads 
though the semantic memory network, even for subliminally perceived primes. The resulting 
facilitation of responses (presented as faster response times) allows researchers to study the 
strength of connections between nodes of varying semantic relatedness. Additionally, this effect 
also allows us to investigate why some concept features are activated over others, as well as the 
location and level of their representation within the brain. 
Past research has supported several models of semantic memory representation, but 
perhaps the most widely accepted is that of Dehaene and Cohen (1994), which posits that all 
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concepts are represented within an abstract, amodal semantic memory system. In a pioneering 
study, they asked participants to make a same/not-same judgment of a pair of numerical 
quantities. The pairs consisted of numbers represented as their Arabic numerals, numbers 
represented as their verbal spelling, and as mismatched (Arabic-verbal) pairs. Their results 
showed that, regardless of representation type, smaller numbers required more extensive 
processing than larger numbers, and response times for numbers that are numerically close were 
slower than numbers that are more numerically distant. This suggests that even when concepts 
are represented in a fundamentally different way, they are still able to be accessed within the 
same semantic system. This system is thus necessarily amodal and able to receive input from all 
perceptual systems, which aids in forming a complete concept representation. This model has 
been largely supported by many theorists, but recent ERP and neuroimaging studies have 
illuminated the specialized role that perceptual systems seem to play in semantic memory 
formation and representation (Grisoni, Dreyer, & Pulvermüller, 2016; Glenberg et al., 2008). 
Embodied Cognition Theory 
 The embodied cognition paradigm posits that all memory representations exist within a 
specified perceptual system. The central assumption of this theory is that memory systems are 
inherently associated with a particular modality, and the modality by which an experience is 
encoded is also critical for its activation and retrieval. In this way, the theory supports the 
modality-preferential view of semantic memory, rather than the abstract, amodal representation 
of Dehaene and Cohen (1994). In line with this emphasis on episodic sensory experiences is the 
emphasis on mental simulations and the deeply imaginative processing of memory (Sadoski, 
2017). According to embodied theory, perceptual aspects of a memory are encoded alongside 
their semantic content, and accessing the memory results in a complete mental simulation of the 
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past experience. In this way, sensory representations allow for a more complete reimagining of a 
memory, and aid in guiding reciprocal behavior.  
 The embodied cognition movement has recently focused on using priming effects to 
support sole semantic representation within perceptual systems. This has been tested across 
multiple modalities, with the most robust effects shown in the visual and auditory systems 
(Weatherford et al., 2015). Due to the success of these studies, there is strong support for the 
representation of semantic memory as a modality-preferential system rather than a strictly 
symbolic amodal system (Grisoni, Dreyer, & Pulvermüller, 2016). A strict interpretation of 
embodied theory disavows the presence of any amodal system of representation; however, recent 
hybrid models have proposed the presence of both models of representation. The hub-and-spoke 
model by Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers (2007) proposes the existence of amodal ‘hubs’ that 
project necessary information to modality specific ‘hubs’ within their respective brain area. 
 Embodied theory has generally shown support for the modality-preferential system of 
representation for concrete stimuli, but what about concepts that are not semantically tied to a 
specific modality?  Lakoff and Johnson (1999) argue that the multisensory activation of 
prototype experiences directly informs even abstract concepts. The key question remains of the 
extent of abstract concept representation within perceptual systems that are not directly 
implicated. Specifically, how are lexical stimuli represented when the semantic meaning 
implicates another perceptual system? For instance, if you read the word “scream,” to what 
extent is the lexical stimulus represented by the visual system, as well as the auditory and motor 
systems (as embodied cognitivists would predict)? Traditionally the imaginative, mental 
simulation view has been implicated for concrete lexical stimuli, but this mechanism has yet to 
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definitively show that modality-preferential systems are also responsible for the lexical 
processing of abstract perceptually-implicative stimuli. 
 Support for Embodied Theory: Language and Action 
 Within embodied cognition research, there is often an emphasis on motor activity, where 
the physical movements in the body are encoded as a key element of cognitive experience 
(Sadoski, 2017). Since embodied theory states that concepts are internally represented by 
relevant modalities, it stands to reason that even when motor related stimuli are presented in a 
modality other than the motor system, they are still represented within the motor cortex. A recent 
study by Grisoni, Dreyer, and Pulvermüller (2016) used both action-related sounds and words to 
test the semantic grounding of symbols in action information. Using ERP methods, the 
researchers also measured motor cortex (M1) activation. Both the embodied action-perception 
theory and past research predict that mismatched-negativity (MMN) responses, a reduction 
pattern traditionally associated with semantic priming in other brain areas, should decrease if 
action words co-occur in the presence of action related sounds. In their study, participants were 
frequently presented with pseudo-randomized voice recordings while watching a silent movie, 
and asked to ignore all auditory stimuli. In accordance with an advanced odd ball design, the 
stimuli consisted of two sets, with the first set termed “standard stimuli,” which were the easily 
identified sounds of footsteps, whistling, or a control sound of water dripping. They were also 
presented less frequently with spoken “deviant stimuli” which contained both distractor stimuli 
and the target stimuli of “kiss” and “kick.” The ERP analyses showed significant activation of 
M1 following action-related auditory stimuli, and also revealed that MMN responses were quite 
small when action sounds were followed by a body-congruent verb, whereas they were much 
larger if the verb presented was incongruent. The activations also occurred rapidly (200 ms) after 
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perception. The researchers posit that these measurements are due to differences in motor circuit 
activation. When an action-sound is presented, it activates the neural circuits associated with that 
motor concept. If the subsequent word is semantically unrelated, it is necessary to activate a 
relatively independent circuit system, therefore creating a large amount of activation. In contrast, 
if an action-sound and action-word are semantically related, it is assumed they share a significant 
portion of neural circuitry, thereby creating a reduced level of activation, or in this case, a 
reduced MMN response. Taken together, the MMN responses across conditions suggest that 
semantic priming can occur for auditory action-related stimuli within the motor cortex, largely 
supporting a perceptual-preferential system of semantic memory. Although these results are 
certainly persuasive, critics have argued that while the motor system can supplement 
information, it is not semantic in nature, and the decrease in MMN could be explained by learned 
anticipatory responses. 
 A vast majority of priming studies, including the one discussed previously, have tested 
action-perception theories using very concrete stimuli. The embodied viewpoint necessitates that 
even abstracted concepts are represented in a modality-preferential system, but their 
representation within the motor cortex is only beginning to be explored. In an effort to clarify the 
level of abstraction able to be represented within the perceptual and motor cortical regions, 
Glenberg et al. (2008) created a priming study centered on spatial transference, where 
descriptions of concrete spatial transference (“I handed the paper to Anna”), as well as abstract 
transference (“I gave responsibility to John”) were used as stimuli. In the first experiment, 
participants were primed by a described event of object transfer, and then asked to use a hand 
movement to make a response, which was either congruent or incongruent to the previous 
description. In the second experiment, single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation methods 
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were used to measure changes in the motor corticospinal pathways to hand muscles during the 
reading of the same sentences. In past research, Glenberg and colleagues found support for a 
priming effect for congruent concrete spatial descriptions and movements, and hypothesized that 
the same effect, termed the action-sentence compatibility effect (ACE), could be transferred to 
abstracted motor stimuli. 
 Their hypothesis was supported. The first experiment’s results showed a decreased 
response times when the direction of described transference was congruent with the direction of 
the appropriate hand response, and the ACE interaction was not statistically affected by the level 
of concreteness. These results are complimented by those of the second experiment, which 
showed larger motor-evoked potentials (MEP’s) for sentences containing transference language, 
with no significant difference between those evoked by concrete or abstract descriptions. 
Overall, their results strongly support that the motor system can be modulated by relevant 
concrete and abstract language, which is largely consistent with embodied theories of language 
comprehension. Yet, rather than relying solely on theoretical models, Glenberg and colleagues 
point to the mirror-neuron system to explain these findings. They suggest that the mirror-neuron 
system is crucial for producing and understanding actions, especially language. This referential 
system could elucidate the role of motor cortex activation during language comprehension, and 
also explain the disparate results produced when the transfer event stimuli were presented as the 
action of another rather than the self. 
 These studies have shown a clear relationship between lexical stimuli and the direct 
activation of the motor cortex, but can the same stimuli facilitate actual motor movements? In a 
study by Scorolli and Borghi (2006), the priming effect was used as a mechanism to study the 
ability of effector-specific motor phrases to facilitate congruent physical responses. In their 
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study, subjects were primed by an equal number of sensible and non-sensible 24 verb-noun pairs, 
where the verb indicated either the hand, mouth, or foot. Participants were asked to decide if a 
pair was sensible, with half of the participants asked to answer verbally into a microphone, while 
the other half responded by pressing a foot pedal. Their results showed that the reaction times 
were faster when sensible mouth related phrases preceded the microphone response condition, 
and in turn, sensible foot related phrases were responded to faster than the other conditions when 
using the foot pedal response. These results suggest a significant overlap in the representation of 
action-related words and the actual performance of the action responses. This duality of 
representation allows for a facilitative priming effect, and supports an embodied view of 
language comprehension. 
 A recent study by Klepp et al. (2017) also used the priming paradigm to further test the 
level of association between word processing and semantically related physical movements, with 
the exception of using only single verbs instead of a complete phrase. In their study, participants 
were asked to respond via a hand or foot movement to different geometrical shapes, each of 
which were preceded by an action verb prime. The primes consisted of 48 hand-related action 
verbs, 48 foot-related action verbs, and 48 conceptual action verbs as a control. Their study 
consisted of two experiments using these factors, with the exception that the second experiment 
tested for semantic processing via a Go/NoGo task (in which the participant only responds if the 
stimulus meets a certain criteria). In the first experiment, the results revealed a significant 
interaction between verb and effector type, with reaction times being significantly faster when a 
hand response was required after the participant heard a verb that implicated hand movement. In 
the second experiment, these results were replicated, with the addition of a similar facilitation of 
foot responses following a verb that implicated foot movement. In addition to these findings, the 
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analyses also revealed that faster reaction times were strongly associated with prime-target 
relationships that demonstrated a high degree of prototypicality and effector-specific movement. 
Given the results of the first experiment, Klepp et al. hypothesized that some linguistic 
characteristics as well as information regarding the body part most closely associated with a 
given stimulus are available for processing even when stimuli aren’t thoroughly semantically 
processed. 
 Lexical stimuli have been shown to successfully prime motor system activity, but can 
somatotopic stimulation serve as a prime for a lexical target? Schaefer et al. (2014) investigated 
this question by examining the modality-specific basis for mental metaphors. Participants were 
primed by being touched by either sandpaper, a soft brush, or a control (absent) stimulus, and 
then asked to judge various criteria of an ambiguous social interaction. Using fMRI scanning, 
relative activation of various brain areas was also measured while the participants completed the 
task. Results revealed that when primed by a rough tactile stimulus, an ambiguous social 
interaction was viewed as being less socially coordinated than when primed by either the smooth 
or control stimulus. Interestingly, these reactions were not viewed as more impersonal, and the 
smooth condition was not found to increase the positive judgement of the same scenario. The 
fMRI analyses also showed that somatosensory cortex activation was highly correlated with the 
degree to which participants judged the social interaction as “rough,” “difficult,” or 
“adversarial”. Schaefer et al. suggest that this correlation can be seen as a demonstration of the 
participants’ reliance on the familiar metaphor of associating difficult situations with the 
adjective “rough.” Since, according to embodied cognition theories, even verbal metaphors are 
understood in a perceptually-based semantic system, the tactile sensation of a rough stimuli 
could activate the semantic concepts associated with the sensation, which might then prime or at 
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least inform the decision making process. This suggests that, since metaphor representations are 
able to interface with perceptual sensations, broader emotion word representations might also be 
available as concrete representations within specific modalities. 
Approach-Avoidance Emotion Theory 
 Although embodied cognition theories seem to show much promise for explaining 
various levels of action-perception representation, they are currently somewhat limited in 
explaining interactions from emotional processing. Yet, the approach-avoidance theory of 
emotions may be able to explain seemingly high-level cognitive processes in terms of low-level 
perception and automatic associations. The approach-avoidance theory was first studied in 
amphibians, but has largely been extrapolated to describe human behavior. The theory describes 
stimuli as either “appetitive” or “aversive,” which in turn drive the animal to either move toward 
a reward or move away from a threat (Eder & Hommel, 2013). In this way, all behavior is 
viewed as an affective reaction to a stimulus, whose valence is assessed through perceptual 
processing of the environment. An approach response directs one to physically orient the body 
toward an appetitive stimulus, while an avoidant response directs one to physically orient the 
body away from an aversive stimulus. In addition to physically encountering stimuli, both 
approach and avoidance tendencies have been suggested in the processing of lexical stimuli that 
implicate appetitive or aversive stimuli (Ode, Winters, & Robinson, 2012). This suggests that 
approach-avoidance response representations contain their lexical properties, and representations 
in different modalities are capable of eliciting the same behavioral response (see Figure 1).  
 It is important to note that these reactions are considered to be enacted by the automatic 
processing of stimuli, which in turn, leads us to draw a direct connection to spreading activation 
theories. If we consider a concept to contain an emotional (or appetitive/aversive) valence, then 
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that aspect should be available for activation and thus facilitate the subsequent activation of 
emotionally congruent stimuli within the neighboring networks. If true, this system could aid in 
explaining many emotion-behavior interactions, including approach-avoidance priming. 
Researchers have developed a specialized apparatus to measure approach-avoidance priming 
effects, which involves the participant using a joystick to either push or pull a virtual stimulus, 
respectively implicating a desire to either avoid or approach. A study by Woud, Becker, and 
Rinck (2008) used this apparatus in an affective priming study, which showed that stimuli which 
were previously pulled toward the participant were associated with more positive implicit 
evaluations than stimuli previously pushed away. 
 Yet, it must also be mentioned that many researchers question the ability of approach-
avoidance theories to capture the wide breadth of human behavior, as well as the dichotomous 
representation of emotional processing. Current research also fails to define the limits of 
approach-avoid associations, as well as the extent to which the level of abstraction alters the 
strength of association.  The present study seeks not only to test the limits of this associative 
theory, but also investigate the level of representation for implicated concepts within the motor 
system. 
Present Study 
 The conceptual priming effect has proven to be a consistent phenomenon across most 
modalities, and is a useful tool for illuminating the true nature of semantic representations and 
organization. Lerner and Shriki (2014) described the underlying mechanisms of the priming 
effect in terms of distributed patterns that automatically form attractors within the dynamic 
network. Their model proposes that the prime first enters the lexical network, which then sends 
excitatory signals to the semantic network. In turn, the semantic network then sends excitatory 
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signals back to the lexical network, which increases the baseline level of activation that 
decreases the processing time necessary for the proper activation of the target concept. This 
activation is then able to decrease the processing time necessary to respond to the target word. 
The type of response required depends on the specific methodology used, but the most popular 
method is that of the lexical decision task. Forster (1981) used both the lexical decision task 
(which asks participants do decide if a stimulus is a word or not) and a naming task to measure 
facilitation effects for semantically congruent concepts. He found the lexical decision task to be a 
valid measure of spreading activation, while the naming task appeared to be overly sensitive to 
surrounding contexts. Other tasks, including semantic categorization and restricted 
categorization tasks, have also shown the priming effect (Dehaene, 1998; de Wit and Kinoshita, 
2015).   
 The priming effect has also been used to test the proposed automatic nature of spreading 
activation. A popular methodology focuses on finding a subliminal priming effect, where primes 
are presented for such a short duration or low intensity that they are seemingly unobserved 
consciously by the participant, yet still appear to facilitate responses to semantically similar, or 
congruent, stimuli. Over the course of many studies, researchers quickly formulated a 
methodology for establishing the subliminal priming effect. Prime words are not consciously 
detected but still available for processing if they are presented for a very short duration and 
“sandwiched” by two masks. Masks consist of the presentation of nonsensical stimuli (usually a 
jumble of random Arabic letters), that prevent the participant from consciously accessing the 
prime word (Forster, 1997). Following the masks, a short blank screen is presented, known as the 
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA), which allows time for the activation to spread to the 
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associated semantic concept. The target word is then presented, with response times being 
quicker for semantically congruent prime-target word pairs (refer to Figure 2). 
 It is crucial to emphasize that all of the components that make up this simplistic process 
are incredibly dynamic, and are able to be heavily influenced by a variety of factors. Namely, the 
degree of semantic relationship, response task, SOA length, and the ratio of congruent to 
incongruent trials seem to be particularly potent in establishing a priming effect. One of the most 
influential investigation into the modulators of the subliminal priming effect was Greenwald et 
al.’s (1996) study, which highlighted several factors thought to be key for producing a robust 
priming effect for unconsciously presented primes. In their study, they asked participants to 
judge a target word as positive or negative, with the prime either being of the congruent or 
incongruent valence. Additionally, they emphasized the importance of several methodological 
aspects, including the “sandwich masking” technique, a forced response window of only 500 ms, 
and a short SOA of 65 ms. These elements produced a robust priming effect, which the theorists 
directly attributed to an automatic spreading activation system. 
Drawing from past evidence showing motor cortex (M1) activation for action-related 
abstract stimuli and recent studies elucidating somatotopic priming effects, the present study 
aimed at using similarly abstract emotion words from the approach-avoidance paradigm to 
subliminally prime concrete words of comparable semantic intention. The approach-avoidance 
associated words were chosen due to their inherent motor associations, which indicate the desire 
to physically orient the body toward or away from a stimulus. In this way, the paradigm is able to 
account for low-level physiological intentions as well as more complex representations relying 
on high-level cognitive and emotional processes. According to the modality-preferential theory 
of semantic representation and past studies showing M1 activation following lexical primes, the 
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present study hypothesized that when abstract emotion prime words were presented before 
semantically related but concrete target words, there will be an observable facilitation of 
responses to those targets. This would suggest that the brain is able to use action concepts within 
the motor-system to represent abstract approach-avoidance emotion words. 
 In order to quantify the semantic association between primes and targets, a verb 
categorization task was used in the current study. In this task, the participant is asked to make a 
judgment of a target word in order to reveal any interactions with the previous activation of the 
priming stimulus. In a novel paradigm, the present experiment asks the participant to judge if the 
target word is a verb or non-verb. This was done in an effort to highlight the networks activated 
by action words, which would support previous claims of semantic activation within the motor 
system for implicated lexical stimuli.  
The specific presentation design was taken from multiple studies in an effort to produce 
the most robust priming effect. Specifically, the prime presentation length was taken from 
Dehaene’s (1998) study highlighting the optimal duration for primes which are perceived but not 
consciously accessible. The sandwich masking technique was drawn from Greenwald et al. 
(1996) and Forster (1997), while the minimal SOA length was taken from multiple studies 
purporting a shorter length to enhance facilitation effects (Marcel, 1983; de Wit and Kinoshita, 
2015; Kunde, Kiesel, & Hoffmann, 2003). 
Method 
Participants 
 Participants (n= 40, 12 men and 28 women, Mean Age = 19.1 years) were students 
enrolled in an introductory psychology course. They completed the study following informed 
consent, and received course credit for their participation.  
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Stimuli 
 Prime and target words were selected on the basis of having either an approach or an 
avoidance intention, and implicated a conceptual desire to physically orient the body toward or 
away from a stimulus. The primes consisted of two avoidance-emotion words (Fear, Danger) and 
two approach-emotion words (Love, Safety). The target words consisted of four approach action 
words (Touch, Pull, Near, Toward) and four avoidant action words (Push, Flee, Away, Distant). 
Half of each target set of words were verbs and the other half non-verbs. In addition, two 
conceptual words (Verb, Nonverb) indicating the subsequent correct choice were used as priming 
words to measure the presence of a basic conceptual priming effect.  
Apparatus 
 The experiment was programmed using SuperLab Version 5.0. Participants indicated 
their judgement of the target word using one of two buttons on a Cedrus RB-830 response pad. 
Testing was conducted on a Dell Inspiron 530 computer, and the trial screen contained Times 
New Roman text in size 36 font, and was presented at a maximum width of 900 pixels. The 
subject was seated at a computer desk for the duration of the experiment, and positioned 
approximately 18 inches from the monitor screen. 
Procedure 
 After signing a consent form, the participant was directed to an isolated, lit room 
containing a desk and computer. Once seated at the desk, the participant was shown a screen that 
instructed them to press one button if the presented word was a verb, and a different button if the 
word was not a verb. Each trial consisted of the subsequent presentation of a focal point, forward 
mask (F-Mask), prime, backwards mask (B-Mask), SOA, and the judgement of a target word. 
The forward mask (a jumble of random Arabic letters) lasted 300 ms, followed by a prime of 43 
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ms. Following the prime, a backwards mask lasting only 30 ms is presented, followed by an SOA 
period of 10 ms before the subject is asked to judge the target word (refer to Figure 4). The 
participants completed four blocks of 48 trials, resulting in the presentation of 192 trials. The 
response button initially assigned to each word type was reversed between participants, with the 
classification of verbs assigned to the left key and the classification of non-verbs assigned to the 
right key for some participants, and the classification of verbs assigned to the right key and the 
classification of non-verbs assigned to the left key for the other participants. The key assignment 
for both groups also alternated between each of the four blocks of 48 trials. After all trials were 
completed, the participants were debriefed, thanked for their participation, and awarded course 
credit. 
Results 
Two participants were not included in analyses because their response times varied significantly 
and were not consistent with those of the other participants. A two-way mixed analysis of 
variance was conducted with the five prime-target conditions as a within-subject factor 
(congruent prime and target conditions, incongruent prime and target conditions, and conceptual 
condition; refer to Figure 3) and the key-assignment grouping as a between-subject factor. 
Median reaction times were used for each condition because of a positive skew in the response 
times recorded in studies like this. The response time analyses revealed no significant difference 
between the five conditions, F(4,38) =1.95, p > .05). There also proved to be no significant effect 
of key-assignment or interaction with the prime-target conditions, p > .05. A new two-way 
repeated measures analysis of prime by target was conducted that removed the basic conceptual 
priming condition and ignored the key-assignment grouping, did reveal a significant effect of 
target type, F(1,38) = 5.06 , p < .05 (refer to Figure 5). Response times to avoidance-action 
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words (M = 636.07; SD = 86.35) were significantly faster than those to approach-action words 
(M = 646.68; SD = 91.31). 
Discussion 
 Contrary to past studies using concrete words as primes, when approach-avoidance 
emotion words were used to prime semantically congruent concrete approach-avoidance target 
words, there was no decrease in reaction times in the current study. There was also no priming 
effect for the basic conceptual priming condition, which indicates the absence of any conceptual 
priming effect in the current research. Interestingly, the analyses did reveal that avoidant-action 
targets were responded to faster than approach-action targets, which can be seen as consistent 
with a general embodied theory viewpoint. Since the pushing of a response button necessitates 
the pushing away of the hand, one might argue that this can be seen as an avoidant action, which 
might then be facilitated by a congruently avoidant target stimulus.  These results naturally 
require a careful examination of methodological constraints, while simultaneously calling into 
question the larger theoretical paradigm that is both unable to account for disparate findings and 
exceptionally sensitive to minor procedural changes.  
Methodological Concerns 
 Semantic priming studies are notoriously sensitive to slight changes in methodology, 
which unfortunately, can make it difficult for experimenters to isolate any aberrant elements. As 
noted by Lerner and Shriki (2014), facilitation effects are only found when the multitude of 
experimental conditions, such as SOA length, congruency ratios, and response task, are perfectly 
balanced. SOA length seems to be a particularly potent factor.  
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 SOA Length 
 It is vital to establish an optimal interval between the prime and target, which allows for 
the activation of the priming stimulus to spread to the desired target node, resulting in a 
decreased response time. The present study used a very short SOA period, 10 ms, which was 
drawn from past research (Marcel, 1983; de Wit and Kinoshita, 2015; Kunde, Kiesel, & 
Hoffmann, 2003). Paired with the novel categorization task, these factors may have contributed 
to the lack of an overall priming effect. Over the years, there has been widespread disagreement 
in the utility and validity of various SOA’s, especially in unconscious priming. Some researchers 
have even forgone the use of blank SOA screens altogether, and have still managed to find a 
priming effect within their respective procedure (Greenwald 2006; Klinger et al. 2010; Trumpp 
et al. 2014). 
 One of the most influential investigations into the impact of SOA length on unconscious 
priming is that of Marcel (1983), who examined both individual variability as well as stimulus 
feature availability. Each set of trials began with an SOA testing phase, which sought to find the 
optimal SOA length in which the subject began to have difficulty consciously accessing the 
prime, while also maintaining accuracy. The results of the SOA testing phase revealed that there 
is a high degree of individual variability in the accessibility of masked primes. Some subjects’ 
optimal SOA period for unconscious awareness were as short as 5 ms, where others required a 
more extensive period of 45 ms. Analysis of target response times also revealed that target 
features were differentially available at various SOA lengths. Generally, it appeared that when 
SOA length was initially reduced, conscious detection was the first to suffer, with further 
reduction hindering graphic similarity judgments. Only the greatest degree of reduction critically 
effected semantic and lexical judgments, counterintuitively making them the most resistant to 
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varying exposures. Given these results, it could be argued that the SOA length used in the present 
study may have only allowed time for sufficient spreading activation for a subset of participants. 
In order to test this finding within the context of our own study, the participants who did exhibit 
faster response times for the conceptual condition (18 participants) were selected for further 
analysis. Not only did they display a significant priming effect (F(1,17) = 11.30, p < .05), but 
they also showed a trend for the prime by target interaction, F(1,17) = 2.83, p > .05 . This 
suggests that the short SOA length is appropriate for perhaps only half of the population, but also 
that there could have been a congruent priming effect for the avoid-avoid condition for this 
subset of participants. 
 Many studies have successfully found priming effects using shorte SOA’s, but other 
theorists have argued instead for greatly longer SOA’s. Most models, including the Lerner and 
Shriki (2014) model, assume as a general rule that priming effects increase as SOA’s increase 
before related targets. Opposing this rule, is the assumption that the priming effect for weakly 
related targets remain roughly the same at increasing SOA lengths, and can even decrease. They 
explain these findings as largely consistent with their Latching Dynamics model, which posits 
that with time the synaptic depressor mechanisms are able to destabilize the current pattern of 
activation and increase the probability of transitioning to the appropriate target pattern. This 
system is also capable of explaining the sub-threshold effects of a weakly-associated target and a 
too-long SOA period. According to their model, if an SOA period is too long when preceding a 
weakly-associated target, the transition to the target representation is less likely to occur, and will 
instead transition to a concept equally related to the target as the prime. Lerner and Shriki (2014) 
also point out that the effect of SOA changes with the type of relationship between the prime and 
target.  
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` Within the field of motor system priming, researchers have also found the greatest 
priming effects with increased SOA’s. Weatherford et al. (2015), who used environmental sounds 
to prime visual target responses, used a long SOA period of 1000 ms and found a considerable 
facilitative effect for the congruent condition. Additionally, the aforementioned study by Grisoni, 
Dreyer, & Pulvermüller (2016) utilized an SOA period of 500 ms. Yet, Klepp et al. (2017), who 
required a physical response from participants, found some priming effects with an SOA of only 
100 ms. As evidenced, the recent work elucidating the priming mechanisms within the motor 
cortex are only beginning to be explored, resulting in very little (and often contradicting) 
procedural data. While these pioneering studies, along with Lerner and Shriki’s more theoretical 
work, suggest that the too-short SOA period contributed to the lack of a conceptual priming 
effect, the greatly disparate past findings for optimal SOA length demonstrate the large amount 
of work still to be done in this field.  
 Response 
 In addition to the confounding effects of the SOA length, clearer results might have been 
obtained with a different response requirement. In recent years, studies investigating approach-
avoidance associations have moved from using lexical decision tasks to more embodied 
mechanisms. One of the most successful methodologies involves having the participant use a 
joystick to “push” or “pull” an onscreen stimulus, with the feedback-joystick technique going 
one step further to physically shrink or enlarge the stimulus as it is manipulated. Of these 
techniques, a recent review by Krieglmeyer and Deutsch (2010) suggests that the feedback-
joystick task is the most sensitive when responding to the grammatical category of emotion 
words.  
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 The apparatus used in the present study, a response pad, and therefore uses the same 
physical movement (pushing the finger downwards) as the response to the approach-action and 
avoidance-action conditions. It is possible that using the same response movement could 
preclude any subtle priming effects, and also explain why avoidant-action targets were responded 
to faster than approach-action targets. Pushing downward, or away, is closely associated with a 
necessary physical response to an avoidant stimuli, which may have resulted in significantly 
decreased response time. If a system were used which allowed the participant to respond by 
manipulating the spatial orientation of either a physical apparatus or virtual stimuli, it might have 
allowed the facilitation of responses for conditions in which the spatial movement is congruent 
with the implicated movement of the approach or avoidant stimuli. 
 Stimuli 
 Although care was taken to select stimuli that demonstrated a clear intention to either 
approach or avoid a stimulus, it is possible that the words chosen possessed multiple meanings 
that would complicate semantic processing. For example, the target word ‘touch’ could be 
semantically associated with a fighting response (i.e., hit), rather than a movement towards a 
target, and can also be a non-verb as when two objects ‘touch’. Additionally, some of the prime 
words selected were semantically distant from the desire to physically reorient oneself. For 
instance, the concept ‘safety’ could suggest a multitude of actions, with a desire to approach 
being a relatively latent response. Words that have a more distinct response expectation might be 
more suitable for future research on this topic, and would first need to undergo rigorous pilot 
testing. 
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 Verb/Non-verb Categorization Task 
 The present study utilized a novel verb categorization task. Past semantic priming studies 
have most often used lexical decision tasks to engender facilitative effects. Traditionally, this task 
asks participants to distinguish if target letter strings are words or non-words. Other 
categorization tasks are used by researchers which require participants to classify stimuli as 
belonging to one or two categories, and these tasks are the most closely associated with the 
present study’s task. However, the verb-categorization task only required participants to access 
the grammatical aspects of a word, rather than its deeper semantic meaning. The stimuli were 
also presented as isolated words, which may have increased the judgement difficulty since verbs 
are traditionally judged in sentences, which disambiguates the tense-dependent double meanings 
associated with some verbs in the English language. In addition, there are broad differences 
between the mental conceptualization of nouns and verbs, which make it difficult to compare 
past methodologies to the present categorization task. Lee (2009) argues that while nouns are 
perceived as a contained perceptually-bound entities, verbs inherently hold relational, thematic 
information. It is also important to note that the non-verb stimuli were prepositions, which are 
also highly relational in nature. They are the parts of speech used to connect actions and nouns, 
which could either be represented very differently or very similarly to verbs. That topic is not 
thoroughly understood and has yet to be accounted for in any priming studies to date.   
 Notwithstanding these concerns, other studies have supported the use of verb stimuli in 
their methodologies by extending the semantic richness approach, classically used to characterize 
nouns, to action verbs. Sidhu et al. (2013) conducted a widespread study which asked 
participants to measure the relative embodiment of verbs, and then used these ratings to measure 
differential processing in a lexical decision task, action-picture naming task, and a syntactic 
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classification task. A verb was considered to be embodied if the meaning of the verb was 
strongly tied to physical movement. The syntactic classification task was very similar to the task 
of the present study, with the exception that it was a Go-NoGo task without the use of the 
priming paradigm. Their results revealed that verbs which were judged to be more embodied 
generated stronger semantic activation, specifically for orthographic, syntactic (grammatical), 
and phonological features. This suggests that verbs should be able to function as priming stimuli, 
though perhaps with a less intensive syntactic decision task. It is certainly plausible that the 
degree of difficulty for this task is much greater compared to more traditional tasks, which 
increases the reliance on conscious processes over automatic facilitation. This might then cause 
the participant to consciously disengage the activation pattern of the priming stimulus in order to 
direct activation to either the specific target or the verb concept overall. This suggested increase 
in task difficulty, the broader differences associated with verb processing, and the absence of a 
conceptual priming effect raise serious concerns about this methodological innovation. 
Theoretical Concerns  
 Embodied Cognition Theory 
 Previous semantic priming studies have produced many contradictory results that are 
used to support both amodal and perceptual-preferential representation theories (Greenwald, 
Draine, & Abrams, 1996; Klinger, Burton, & Pitts, 2000). Those supporting the amodal 
representation view have been largely critical of the strict, uncompromising view proposed by 
some embodied theorists, and have suggested a less rigid paradigm to explain the interactions of 
action-perception systems. A critical review of the embodied cognition approach to abstract 
concept representation by Dove (2016) proposes not one, but three central problems posed by 
recent findings, and suggests a refreshing modification of the embodied approach. The first 
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limitation discussed is that of generalization, which is described as the theory’s unrealistic 
assumption of the system’s ability to integrate modality-encoded information to provide one 
holistic concept that is able to be generalized to similar stimuli. The weakness of this assumption 
is exposed when examining clinical patients, such as patients with semantic dementia. These 
patients, who have memory loss for common items following bilateral atrophy of the temporal 
lobes, can present cross-modal deficits of various prototypes, while still maintaining knowledge 
of their category assignment (i.e. forgetting the name “blue jay” but knowing it is still a bird). 
Additionally, neuroimaging studies of neurotypical populations have shown areas, such as the 
anterior temporal lobe, that are active in semantic tasks spanning multiple modalities. Even the 
most regimental embodied cognitivists have admitted that this “abstract” brain area poses a 
significant challenge to the theory (Kiefer & Pulvermüller, 2012). Taken together, these findings 
suggest that broad concepts that require categorical generalization must occur within a unified 
system that is capable of processing information from multiple perceptual systems. This idea is 
also support by the findings (or lack thereof) in the present study. Emotion words tend to 
naturally evoke the responses of multiple modality systems, which contradicts a single modality 
representation. In addition, more abstract approach-avoidance words would require the use of 
broad generalizations for sub-sets of emotionally similar stimuli, which suggests that stimuli 
spanning multiple modalities are able to be comparably represented within a somewhat amodal 
system. 
 A second area of contention within embodied cognition theories is the idea of flexibility. 
In strictly embodied theories, perceptual systems are necessary for both the encoding and 
retrieval of all conceptual information. In contrast, some researchers emphasize the idea of 
grounded cognition, which states that environment, bodily states, and current task demands all 
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dynamically influence concept representation (Dove, 2016). This theory has significant 
implications for semantic representation; while a concept may elicit sensory area activation, it 
only does so in the appropriate context. This view may explain why studies have yielded vastly 
different results when using only slightly different tasks; each task requires the participant to 
access specific concept features, which may be further influenced by the apparatus, emotional 
state, and even previous interactions with the experimental stimuli.  
 Lastly, Dove (2016) more generally addresses the fundamental problem with abstract 
concepts in embodied cognition: the very fact that they are abstracted suggests that they are 
inherently disembodied. Since concrete stimuli are judged by their ability to be physically re-
imagined, abstract concepts are necessarily those which are difficult to associate with a specific 
modality (Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2013). Neuroimaging data also appears to support this view, 
and suggests that brain areas are differentially activated depending on the level of concreteness 
(Glenberg et al., 2006; Van Dam, Rueschemeyer, & Bekkering, 2010). This suggests that 
concrete and abstract stimuli have unique forms of representation, with concrete stimuli claiming 
specific, perceptually richer representations while abstract stimuli contain more linguistic and 
emotional information that is context dependent (Hoffman, 2016). Although they may inform 
one another, the fundamental differences in the theorized nature of representations would make it 
very difficult for these differing planes to strongly influence the activation of the other, especially 
when concepts possess a very low degree of semantic relatedness. 
 Given the current evidence, Dove (2016) proposes that while sensorimotor area activation 
plays an influential role in semantic processing, it may be activated following the initial 
activation of an amodal semantic system, rather than the source of a modality-preferential 
semantic network. This view is in line with what many theorists are referring to as a hub-and-
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spoke model (Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers, 2007). This hybrid model proposes the existence of 
amodal “hubs” that radiate to modality-specific “spokes” in sensorimotor areas (Figure 6). This 
model accommodates a wide range of experimental results, with surprisingly few contradictions. 
In the present study, it could explain both the lack of priming effect and the faster responses to 
avoidant stimuli. According to this system, when a concrete stimulus is used to prime an equally 
concrete stimulus, the generating amodal system is able to measure the degree of embodiment 
across modalities, and proportionally transfers activation to the appropriate modality. This would 
result in a strong priming effect for congruent concrete stimuli, which is of course supported by 
previous studies. Perhaps for the incredibly abstracted stimuli, activation originating in an 
amodal system was distributed across relevant modalities, resulting in a slightly weaker 
activation of the motor system. It could be argued that as the level of abstraction increases, the 
information which spreads to each modality becomes more limited and therefore simplistic, 
resulting in the priming of only a versatile action which could be applied to most relevant 
situations. If this were true, the activation of an avoidant stimuli would be the common act of 
pushing away an aversive stimulus. While the apparatus allowed for the expression of the 
residual activation in the avoidant condition, it did not allow the approach condition to express 
the physical response for which it had been primed.   
 Approach-Avoidance Theory 
 The approach-avoidance theory has been a subject to criticism, with many researchers 
demanding a more nuanced, complex system for the representation of human emotions and their 
behavioral repercussions. Many studies have even utilized the all too familiar priming paradigm 
to explore the level of connectedness between emotionally congruent stimuli, which should share 
the respective action plans to either move toward or away from a stimulus. It has been widely 
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accepted that approach-avoidance judgements can be facilitated, a supposition which has been 
aided by the innovative joystick methodology described previously. A study by Woud, Becker, 
and Rinck (2008) used this apparatus in an affective priming task, which showed that stimuli 
which were previously pulled toward the participant were associated with more positive implicit 
evaluations than stimuli previously pushed away. Yet, in an effort to reproduce this finding, 
Vandenbosch and De Houwer (2011) failed to find consistent evidence for this type of approach-
avoidance training. Rather, they only found considerable support for this method of training in 
high-attention conditions, which may illuminate the weak ecological validity of many approach-
avoidance procedures. But Vandenbosch and De Houwer (2011) maintain that while approach-
avoid training may produce some weak effects, these results might also be explained by other 
cognitive processes, such as contingencies learned during the training phase. These results 
suggest that approach-avoidance theories are too strictly dichotomous to reflect actual emotional 
processing. The emotional array is in all likelihood much more than a simple dual-faceted 
system, where activation is much more dispersed across the array. It is possible that many 
emotions fall under the emotional umbrella of either approach or avoidant in intention, but it is 
still unclear how much these individual emotional experiences are connected, or even if they are 
conceptualized as nodes capable of being primed by the convergence of neighboring concepts.  
Future Research Directions 
 The present study failed to show a priming effect for emotionally congruent abstract-
concrete pairs of action words. The lack of an effect could be explained by the inability of the 
embodied perceptual-preferential semantic system to fully represent abstract concepts, as well as 
the limitations of the unnecessarily simplistic approach-avoidance paradigm. Rather than relying 
solely on either theories, it might prove more fruitful to utilize a newer hybrid model, such as the 
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hub-and-spoke model, which can still account for past findings of successfully embodied 
priming effects. This model could allow for the investigation of the constraints of embodiment, 
and propose a new way of understanding the bidirectional influences between abstract and 
concrete stimuli. In addition to the proposed theoretical weaknesses, changes in the methodology 
might be able to illuminate the proposedly small level of facilitation. First, an apparatus that 
could perform the virtual mannequin task could greatly enhance the probability of finding a 
robust priming effect using approach-avoidance stimuli. When paired with this new mechanism, 
an increased SOA length could prove beneficial for establishing a general priming effect, and 
SOA length variations might additionally allow comparisons across theoretical paradigms. It 
could also be useful to use a well-established task rather than a novel one, as well as stimuli with 
a measured level of semantic relatedness and relative level of embodiment. In the future, a cross-
paradigm study that used a mechanism more capable of measuring emotional facilitation, a less 
strenuous verb-oriented task, and a higher degree of condition variability may be able to better 
elucidate the underlying mechanisms mediating the relationship between action and perception.  
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Figure 1. Proposed model of Approach-Avoidance theory. 
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Figure 2. Model of priming. 
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Figure 3. Example of conditions in the present study.  
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  Figure 4. Procedure for present study. 
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Figure 5. Response times (ms) by condition with standard error. 
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Figure 6. Model from Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers (2007) 
 
 
 
 
